
THE 
COMPLETE 
SOLUTION



If you’re sourcing packaging machinery, flexible films, spare parts or technical support, you’ll most likely consider several suppliers before 

making any big investments. This is wise; you’ve worked hard to develop and manufacture your product, win contracts and secure customers. 

But because packaging is one of the final frontiers between you and your end-consumers, it’s critical that you choose well. Settle for an 

inadequate solution and risk damage to your packs during transit or a lacklustre finish on the store shelves. Or purchase an unreliable, ill-

performing machine with hard-to-source parts and poor levels of support, and the disruption to your production can have dire consequences on 

your success.  

However, now you need look no further. YPS are the UK’s most trusted supplier of high-quality, robust wrapping solutions and whether the goal 

of your packaging is to present or protect your goods, we’ll make it a reality. What’s more, we package up our industry-leading products with 

long-term support, expert knowledge and incredible customer service. Welcome to YPS. 

WE ARE YPS.  
WORLD-LEADING 
SOLUTIONS TO MEET EVERY 
WRAPPING REQUIREMENT.

Shrink wrappers  

Stretch wrappers  

E-commerce packaging

Shrink films

Stretch films

Ancillary equipment

SOLUTIONS WE CAN SUPPLY:
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HOW WE STAND OUT 
FROM THE PACK...
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We can’t get straight to the tech specs of our products without 

highlighting the core values, services and company USPs that we 

think make YPS a great packaging partner of choice. After all, it’s our 

attributes as a company, along with our products, that means over 

half of our annual machinery sales come from returning customers 

and why our longest-running film account still trusts nobody else 

after more than 20 years of working with us. 

 

We put this down to our philosophy that the installation of a 

packaging system should not be the end of a transaction, but rather 

the beginning of a relationship. That relationship will support you for 

the lifetime of the wrapping operation with consumables, service, 

expertise and value. Join the thousands of successful businesses 

who’ve chosen YPS and see for yourself why we’re the UK’s favourite 

wrapping experts.  

 

 

A complete offering of machinery, film, spares and service

BRC certified to the highest ‘AA’ standard

SafeContractor accredited

OPRL approved flexible films

World-leading manufacturing sites

Committed to sustainable solutions

Fast, efficient deliveries of film and parts

24/7 technical support

Winners of multiple customer service awards

Thousands of satisfied customers

Over four decades of expert experience

So why choose us? 

We believe in comprehensive solutions that deliver an integrated, harmonised, 360° approach to your packaging operation. Once a machine is in 

place, we can supply a suitable specification, width and thickness of flexible film to produce the best possible results for your packs. A service 

contract comes as standard with each machine purchase to offer a tailored schedule of preventative maintenance delivered by our experienced 

engineers, as well as thorough operator training to get you off to a strong start. Furthermore our workshop is well stocked with standard and 

specialist parts for each model that we can ship across the UK typically with just a 24 hour turnaround. Then at the end of any machine’s useful life 

we will happily part-exchange it for a straight replacement model or an upgraded system to offer you a more economical route to uninterrupted 

wrapping. 

During the wrapping lifecycle, all YPS customers are encouraged to take advantage of our waste film baling service, whereby we can install and 

maintain a complimentary baler at your site in order to collect any excess plastic from your production. YPS channels all flexible films back into 

the appropriate recycling streams to help achieve our shared circular goals for the re-use of plastic packaging. Finally, whether you come to us as 

a shrink wrapping customer or for stretch wrapping needs, we’re always happy to carry out a comprehensive packaging audit where we can offer 

advice for any complementary equipment, fine-tune the settings on your existing lines or trial new products. 

It’s this dedication to a total solution approach that makes us the only supplier in our industry able to offer a complete, future-proofed, one-stop-

shop service for wrapping equipment and its associated products and services.  

SUPPLY
THE FILMS

SPARES & SERVICE

PART - EXCHANGE
OLD MACHINE

SUPPLY A
MACHINE

AN END-TO-END SERVICE…



Key Strengths :

- Robust and reliable machinery to suit both display and transit applications
- Specialist extra wide, stainless steel and aerosol-compliant systems
- Fully recyclable polyolefin and polythene films for next day delivery
- BRC approved films from manufacture through to storage and distribution
- Convenient call-off order facility for stable and secure film supply
- Baling machine service for film waste recycling
- Included service contract with every machine
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SHRINK WRAPPING 
SOLUTIONS
Machinery and films for display and transit applications.

Suited to an almost endless array of industries and products, shrink wrapping is one of the most versatile commercial packaging methods available. A 
shrink wrapped item offers a low-cost-per-pack, lightweight, fully recyclable and well-protected result for singles and multipacks. When it comes to 
machinery, whatever your exact application, factory layout, speed requirements or operator capacity, we have the know-how to deliver an automated 
shrink wrapping system that’s right for you. Plus, we can supply the ideal film for your products and requirements, whether that’s for impressive 
aesthetics, printed branding, puncture-resistance, tamper evidence, food-contact safety or ‘greener’ credentials. 

Machinery:

Manual or fully automatic, inline or side feed, L sealer or side sealers, single or double chamber tunnels, our range can match any collation, speed 
or capacity demand. Furthermore, every model can be upgraded to incorporate a number of optional extras, transverse product flow or a stainless 
steel body. BAMA compliant equipment is also possible for specialist aerosol wrapping and extra wide specifications can be manufactured to meet 
most sleeve wrapping applications. With a host of ancillary equipment also available including conveyors, box tapers and lazy susan rotating tables, 
as well as the option to tune our equipment into any up or downstream machinery, a turnkey shrinking solution is truly possible with YPS. We have 
partnered with the most esteemed manufacturers in the industry to bring high-performance shrink wrapping machinery to our UK customers, 
showcasing the prestigious brand Mimi, automation specialists Ulma and the premium German-engineered systems from Hugo Beck. Every machine 
comes with a service contract to keep you running at peak performance and a comprehensive parts and labour warranty. 

Shrink Film:

We are the exclusive UK distributor of Bollore’s polyolefin films, who are recognised worldwide for exceptional quality and for cutting-edge 
innovation in flexible film technology. As such, we are able to offer a vast array of polyolefins with unique features and benefits to package almost 
any food and non-food product. Bollore’s ultra-thin, bio-sourced, barrier, cross-linked, printed, anti-fog, breathable, lidding and ‘second skin’ shrink 
films enable us to cater for any desired look and feel of packs as well as any technical requirement. The entire collection is 100% recyclable and has 
OPRL approval to display clear recycling guidance to end-users whilst a growing segment of the portfolio is now available with a minimum of 30% 
recycled content included in its formulation. Transit applications are well served by our UK-manufactured polythene film range. In a choice of single-
wound and centrefold widths, any thickness from 23mu up to 125mu and beyond is available for a robust and durable shrink material solution. All of 
our polythene is 100% recyclable, including our plastic tax exempt specifications that contain at least 30% certifiable recycled content. 



STRETCH WRAPPING 
SOLUTIONS
Prepare pallets for storage or transit with our  
range of machinery and films. 
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A must-have for any warehouse or distribution centre, our stretch wrapping products will revolutionise your goods out department. Automating 
the wrapping process presents many benefits; prevents slips, trips, strains and injury to your workforce, reduces film consumption, ensures 
compliance with cargo safety directives and increases load security as well as integrity. Pallet wrapping machines can be either the perfect 
stand-alone solution or an end-of-line addition, offering a fast return on investment when coupled with a high-quality, high-yield stretch film. 

Machinery:

Our fully and semi automatic stretch wrapping machines are available in an array of configurations to accommodate any operator capacity, 
footprint requirement, speed and pallet dimension. Choose from turntables, robots, rotating arms, orbitals and rotating ring styles, with 
ancillary equipment including ramps,  weighing scales, top sheet dispensers and vertical cover application units also available for bespoke 
requirements. What’s more, all models can be supplied in extra wide formats or in stainless steel to withstand low temperatures or damp 
external environments. Boasting a number of intelligent features, our automated machines make wrapping a breeze with the ability to store 
parameters, pallet configurations, wrapping cycles, production statistics and more in an intuitive touchscreen HMI. 

Stretch Film:

YPS can supply a diverse portfolio of films, from standard hand wraps through to advanced machine films with stretch ratios as high as 300%. 
All specifications are available in a wide variety of widths, microns and colours. We are proud distributors of the premium CROCCO collection 
of stretch films which are known not only for their exceptional quality but also for their award-winning sustainability credentials. With a focus 
on downguaged films, carbon neutrality and innovative bio-based materials, all CROCCO films deliver the greenest solution possible with the 
guarantee of 100% recyclability to boot. Furthermore, we are able to offer stretch films with 30%+ recycled content to meet circular economy 
goals. So whatever your pallet wrapping operation demands, whether for a multi-purpose all-rounder or a bespoke breathable, pre-stretched or 
extreme stretch film, YPS have a solution to suit you. 

Key Strengths :

- Fully and semi automatic stretch wrappers built with a low maintenance philosophy
- Strategic film roping, stretching and tensioning systems to create perfectly wrapped pallets
- Optional R-CONNECT app integration for remote assistance and performance information
- Fully recyclable machine and hand stretch films for next day delivery
- BRC approved films from manufacture through to storage and distribution
- Convenient call-off order facility for stable and secure film supply



BAGGING & E-COMMERCE 
SOLUTIONS
Horizontal and vertical baggers with a choice of innovative 
materials for a seamless order fulfilment operation.

An automated bagging process is guaranteed to streamline any packing station or distribution centre compared to a manual bagging set-up, 
maximising speed, throughput and accuracy whilst slashing labour costs. Whether for B2C e-commerce or B2B fulfilment operations, the machines 
in our bagging range will effortlessly handle items such as printed materials, apparel, service packs, hardware, electronics, pharmaceuticals and 
much more. An arsenal of print and apply labellers, secure data banks and barcode scanners can also be tuned intuitively with a bagging process for 
even the most complex of applications. Combined with our wide array of recyclable flexibles including shrink films, papers, composites and polybags, 
which can be heat sealed, sewn or overlap glued, you can be certain that YPS will have your order fulfilment requirements all bagged up!

Machinery:

Our vertical polybagging units from Sharp can be supplied as either desktop or stand alone units dependent on your packing station’s configuration 
and any space limitations. Housing integrated thermal transfer printers, these autobaggers deliver direct high definition on-bag printing of customer 
and product information, QR codes, barcodes and logos, thereby negating the need for secondary labels. With top speeds possible of up to 50 
bags a minute, the units in this range can comfortably match the output of up to as many as ten manual operators whilst delivering a high-quality, 
secure bag every time. Amongst the range is the MAX PRO 24, officially the widest bagging unit available on the market, with an aperture that can 
accommodate up to two shoe boxes side by side. YPS also stock a leading collection of German-engineered horizontal bagging machines from Hugo 
Beck, proven to make light work of those e-commerce applications that require increased levels of automation and speed. With intelligent print and 
apply label printers and scanners, the models in the horizontal range utilise a ‘one-in-one-out’ data retrieval and destroy system, offering the utmost 
security, compliance and accuracy. Furthermore, several of the horizontal baggers can run both paper and film, offering flexibility, long-term future-
proofing and greener credentials.

Materials:

An impressive portfolio of materials means that we can cater for almost any e-commerce or pick and pack bagging application, whether you require 
flexible films, papers or polybags. Our exceptional quality shrink films - which start at thicknesses as low as 7mu - are 100% recyclable, offer a high 
shine finish, great machinability and strong, durable seals. Printed films can also be run, offering a great opportunity for enhanced branding and 
product information to be displayed. Alternatively, coated and uncoated papers can be supplied in a choice of thicknesses ranging from approximately 
60 g/m 2 to 120 g/m2.  These fully recyclable papers come in both brown and white specifications and printed designs can also be catered for. Finally, 
our polybag blends include high clarity LDPE, anti-static, metallised, non-scratch and breathable ‘MAP’ bags. All are 100% recyclable and can be 
supplied with or without recycled content in the blend. A choice of colours, thicknesses and widths are available and a number of features such as 
easy-tear perforations, hang holes and return closing strips can be incorporated. Custom press printing is possible for all bag types in up to eight 
different colours on one or both sides. Choose from either pre-opened bags on a reel or fan-folded specifications in a carton. 

Key Strengths :

- Intelligent bagging machines to suit any speed and automation requirement
- Integrated data banks, labellers, printers and scanners for a secure all-in one solution
- Tabletop and stand alone units to cater for any packing station configuration
- Direct on-bag printing to negate the need for labels
- A choice of fully recyclable films, papers and polybags 
- Included service contract with every machine
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SERVICE AND SUPPORT:
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One of the largest teams of 
directly employed service 
engineers in the UK

SafeContractor approved

One-to-one contact with your 
installation engineer

All spare parts are kept in stock at YPS

Quick response to call outs

Convenient servicing schedules

Comprehensive service contracts to ensure 
your machine is kept in peak condition

Your Packaging Is Our Priority

“Very knowledgeable engineers.”
Sean Davies, Wincanton Heinz
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TRUSTED BY

“We have six lines comprising side sealers, sleeve sealers and 
tunnels, which are all easy to operate, robust and reliable.”

Danny Grainger, BT

“From the moment the first bagger was demonstrated I knew it was 
the ideal system for our needs. I signed off on the project there and 

then and we kept the trial machine, ordering a second before the 
close of the meeting.”

Simon Noble, LDL Components Ltd

“I am delighted with the pallet wrapper. It’s transformed our 
despatch process which is now more efficient and minimised 

damage to even our very largest products during transportation.”

Seamus Hartnett, Xtratherm
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Contact us
If you’d like to know more about any of the products and services we offer, 
please get in touch.

T     01484 715111   
E     info@yps.co.uk
W   www.yps.co.uk

SPARES & 
SERVICE


